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Unless the registrant is informed by the DEA that the permission to keep central records is denied, the
registrant may begin maintaining central records 14 days after DEA receives this notification. Central
recordkeeping requirements are described in 21 C. Central recordkeeping permits are no longer issued by the
DEA. Prescription Records Pharmacies have two options for filing prescription records under the C. If there is
a conflict between federal and state requirements for filing prescriptions, DEA recognizes that the pharmacy
must choose a filing system that would comply with both federal and state law. All prescription records must
be readily retrievable for DEA inspection. Controlled substance prescriptions must be filed in one of the
following ways: Paper Prescriptions Records Option 1 Three separate files: A file for schedule II controlled
substances dispensed. A file for all noncontrolled drugs dispensed. Paper Prescriptions Records Option 2 Two
separate files: A file for all schedule II controlled substances dispensed. If this method is used, a prescription
for a schedule III, IV or V drug must be made readily retrievable by use of a red "C" stamp not less than one
inch high. Electronic Prescription Records If a prescription is created, signed, transmitted, and received
electronically, all records related to that prescription must be retained electronically. Electronic records must
be maintained electronically for two years from the date of their creation or receipt. However, this record
retention requirement shall not pre-empt any longer period of retention which may be required now or in the
future, by any other Federal or State law or regulation, applicable to pharmacists or pharmacies. Records
regarding controlled substances must be readily retrievable from all other records. Electronic records must be
easily readable or easily rendered into a format that a person can read. Records of electronic prescriptions for
controlled substances shall be maintained in an application that meets the requirements of 21 C. The
computers on which the records are maintained may be located at another location, but the records must be
readily retrievable at the registered location if requested by the DEA or other law enforcement agent. The
electronic application must be capable of printing out or transferring the records in a format that is readily
understandable to an Administration or other law enforcement agent at the registered location. Electronic
copies of prescription records must be sortable by prescriber name, patient name, drug dispensed, and date
filled. The CSA also requires that all inventory records be maintained at the registered location in a readily
retrievable manner for at least two years for copying and inspection. In addition, the inventory records of
schedule II controlled substances must be kept separate from all other controlled substances. Initial Inventory
When issued a DEA registration, a registrant must take an initial inventory, which is an actual physical count
of all controlled substances in their possession. If there are no stocks of controlled substances on hand, the
registrant should make a record showing a zero inventory. There is no requirement to submit a copy of the
inventory to the DEA. The date of the inventory, Whether the inventory was taken at the beginning or close of
business, The name of each controlled substance inventoried, The finished form of each of the substances e.
DEA recommends, but does not require, an inventory record include the name, address, and DEA registration
number of the registrant, and the signature of the person or persons responsible for taking the inventory.
Biennial Inventory Following the initial inventory, the registrant is required to take a biennial inventory every
two years , which requires the same information as the initial inventory see list above of all controlled
substances on hand. The biennial inventory may be taken on any date which is within two years of the
previous inventory date. There is no requirement to submit a copy of the inventory to DEA. Newly Scheduled
Controlled Substance Inventory When a drug not previously listed as a controlled substance is scheduled or a
drug is rescheduled, the drug must be inventoried as of the effective date of scheduling or change in
scheduling. When a controlled substance has been moved by DEA from schedule II to another schedule at the
federal level, in many states it may remain a schedule II controlled substance pending any legislative or
administrative action that may result from the federal action. Many states require transactions that involve
substances they classify as schedule II be made via official order forms DEA Form or the electronic
equivalent. When federal law or regulations differ from state law or regulations, a pharmacy is required to
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abide by the more stringent aspects of both the federal and state requirements. When the use of DEA Form or
the electronic equivalent for the transfer of a controlled substance is not required under federal law, its use as
mandated by these states does not violate federal law and is therefore permitted. The DEA Form can be found
online at www. When requesting additional DEA Forms online, a valid DEA registration number, business
name, and contact telephone number are required. Each book of DEA Form consists of seven sets of forms.
Each pharmacy is provided a maximum of six books at one time unless its needs exceed this limit. Completing
Official Order Forms When ordering schedule II controlled substances, the purchaser is responsible for filling
in the number of packages, the size of the package, and the name of the item. Each DEA Form must be signed
and dated by a person authorized to sign a registration application or a person granted power of attorney see
below, Power of Attorney to Sign an Official Order Form. A supplier may refuse to accept an order for any
reason as set forth under 21 C. If a supplier refuses to accept an order, a statement that the order is not
accepted is sufficient. If an order is refused, the supplier must return copies one and two of the DEA Form to
the purchaser with a statement explaining the reason the order was refused. DEA policy does not preclude the
substitution of identical products differing in packaging size from those initially ordered, provided that the
actual quantity received does not exceed the amount initially ordered and that the National Drug Code number
reflected is that of the actual product shipped. For example, a distributor may substitute five bottles of , 2
milligram tablets for one bottle of , 2 milligram tablets or any variation thereof. A supplier may void part or all
of an order on a DEA Form by notifying the purchaser in writing. Power of Attorney to Sign an Official Order
Form Any registrant pharmacy may authorize one or more individuals, whether or not they are located at the
registered location, to obtain and execute DEA Forms by granting a power of attorney to each such individual.
The power of attorney must be signed by the same person who signed the most recent application for
registration or renewal registration, as well as the individual being authorized to obtain and execute the DEA
Forms The power of attorney may be revoked at any time by the person who granted and signed the power of
attorney. Only if the renewal application is signed by a different person is it necessary to grant a new power of
attorney when the pharmacy completes a renewal registration. The power of attorney should be filed with
executed DEA Forms as a readily retrievable record. The power of attorney is not submitted to DEA.
Suggested formats for granting and revoking a power of attorney follow: I hereby ratify and confirm all that
said attorney shall lawfully do or cause to be done by virtue hereof.
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Designed to assist candidates in preparing for pharmacy law examinations in all states. Also includes over
practice federal law questions and answers. So, I read through this book word by word and took all the
practice exams The exam questions were a big help in preparing for the type of questions and format that
would be asked. I passed the first time. I wish they published individual state reviews as well. So it is quite a
relief to find a text that is comprehensive, readable and interesting. Since the law changes fairly frequently it is
important also to have a text that is up to date and this text covers much of the more important recent changes
in the law such as the Medicare Modernization Act. My one regret is that there is not a comparable text
covering State Law for my state. Instead one has to read the raw regulations and to do quite a bit of research
work to gather all the various relevant elements together for study purposes. It is disappointing that the State
Board does not make it easier for candidates to identify and acquire all the requisite material. So having the
Federal law material between the covers of a single highly readable text book is a huge plus - this book is
highly recommended! Had I had more time and a comparable quality text book to study for the State Law to
this Federal Law text book - I am convinced that my performance would have been significantly better. Good
book for the MPJE. I recommend getting it a month or two in advance. Read it a least a couple of times. I
recommend reading the book the during the week before taking your test. By Cb on Jan 11, This was a
thorough review I found about four errors in the question and answer section at the back, so be careful. I
contacted the editor, but who knows?! I felt prepared going into the exam, but few questions seemed to have
come from the text. I only studied this and the state law material and passed the MPJE, so it was a significant
help somehow. It had been almost 20 years since I had actually practiced pharmacy, so something worked! It
is much easier to read through than other references and I really liked that most sections had a set of sample
questions to review. For example, the OTC labeling section regarding sodium content and electrolytes totally
incorrect values for threshold amounts on electrolytes AND the categorization of "sodium-free" Overall,
though, compared to a lot of the other study guides or references, this one seemed to be the most reliable and
best summary of pharmacy law I also read "Pharmacy Law: If you do so, your law exam is in pocket. I read
this in a couple days easy reading and took all the tests twice and aced two of the state boards. The book is
written well and highlights all the important points and rules you will have to know when practicing as a
pharmacist. Give yourself days to use this to know the federal portion of your exam. As for the state portion,
you will have to figure out on your own how to study for. I take the test in about a month hopefully enough of
it is right to help me pass Excellent law review By Joe Southwick on Aug 22, Received and read this book
about a week before I took the MPJE and did well on exam. The authors take the time to expand important
points about what to expect. It is a very efficient way to review the material. Attia on Feb 13, Very nice
book,helped me pass the nightmare of an exam. So many thanks to the writer , it is a good book to read for any
body who wants to get to know about the federal laws on pharmacy. It motivates you to pass the MPJE. Of
course, you need study materials for your own state also. No other choice By Seattlesound on Sep 02, Not
impressed with this review book. However, not a lot of choices available. Several, bordering on lots, of errors
in the question section and even the schedules of some control drugs. Sample questions have answers, but no
explainations. This combined with the amount of errors left me feeling a little ill prepared. Would not spend
the money for a new one! Reiss , Gary D. This particular edition is in a Perfect Paperback format. It was
published by Apothecary Press and has a total of pages in the book. To buy this book at the lowest price, Click
Here.
3: Idaho Code & Rules - Idaho State Board of Pharmacy
To gain pharmacy licensure, students must pass an examination called the Multistate Pharmacy Jurisprudence
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Examination (MPJE). The MPJE is a computer-adaptive exam that tests prospective pharmacists on both federal and
state-specific pharmacy laws. The following guide serves as a reference in.

4: Pharmacy Practice and The Law - Richard Abood - Google Books
If there is a conflict between federal and state requirements for filing prescriptions, DEA recognizes that the pharmacy
must choose a filing system that would comply with both federal and state law. All prescription records must be readily
retrievable for DEA inspection.

5: DSPS Pharmacy Examining Board
Guide to Texas and Federal Pharmacy and Drug Law (8 th ed.). Fred S. Brinkley Jr. and Gary G. Cacciatore. $ Fred S.
Brinkley Jr. and Gary G. Cacciatore. $ Pass the Texas Pharmacy Law Exam: A Study Guide and Review for the Texas
MPJE.

6: Pharmacy Practice and the Law
Purchase both the Florida State Pharmacy Laws & Regulation Study Guide ( version) and the updated Federal
Pharmacy Laws Study Guides and receive a 20% discounted combination purchase price.

7: NYS Pharmacy:Laws, Rules & Regulations
Washington State Pharmacy Quality Assurance Commission Federal Law Study References laws of this state for a
period of at least five consecutive years.

8: Florida Board of Pharmacy Â» Links and Resources- Licensing, Renewals & Information
The Eighth Edition of the best-selling Pharmacy Practice and the Law reviews federal law and policy as it applies to and
affects the pharmacist's practice. The Eighth Edition includes updates to account for new federal legal, regulatory, and
policy developments.

9: Pharmacy Lawâ€”Examination and Board Review | AccessPharmacy | McGraw-Hill Medical
PTCBÂ® (Pharmacy Technician Certification Board) is a registered trademark owned by PTCB, Inc., our PTCEÂ® study
material is in no way authorized by or sponsored by the PTCBÂ®. PCATÂ® (Pharmacy College Admission Test) is a
registered trademark owned by Harcourt Assessment, Inc., our PCATÂ® study material is in no way authorized by or
sponsored.
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